### SYLLABUS

**course description**

The course belongs to the class “caratterizzante” in the MA in Eco-Social Design (LM-12). This course is a compulsory subject.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course title</th>
<th>Design Research related to project 1 and 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course code</td>
<td>96032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific sector</td>
<td>ICAR713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Master in Eco-Social Design (LM-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester</td>
<td>I and II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Alastair Fuad-Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>office F4.05, e-mail <a href="mailto:alastair.luke@unibz.it">alastair.luke@unibz.it</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tel. +39 0471 015322, Webpage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://next.unibz.it/en/faculties/design-art/academic-staff/person/36853-alastair-gordon-rodney-luke">https://next.unibz.it/en/faculties/design-art/academic-staff/person/36853-alastair-gordon-rodney-luke</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific sector of the lecturer</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching assistant (if any)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office hours</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching language</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total lecturing hours</td>
<td>30 in Semester 1, 30 in Semester 2, total 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hours of self-study and/or</td>
<td>about 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other individual educational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Course description

Students are introduced to the contemporary design research landscape, with special reference to eco-social design, by asking ‘What is design research?’ past and present. Different types of research (e.g. primary, secondary, qualitative, quantitative, action research, constructive, polydisciplinary) are identified. Students learn about core design research activities including: contextual inquiry; framing through state of art literature reviews, theory, methodology, and other approaches; ways of developing research questions and design briefs; ways of involving others through participatory design, co-design and participatory action research; and exploring artifacts as messages, means, outputs and outcomes through the research project. Students are encouraged to construct and generate their research approach based upon an interweaving of research, design and social actions and consider the importance of the artifact to support such actions.

Educational objectives

Students will be able to:

- Plan, prepare, scope, set intentions, define a territory or terrain, define a focus or foci, in order to initiate a design research project.
- Undertake a detailed contextual inquiry of their chosen project area, including a literature review, contextual review including knowing people, place and other specifics, define key actors and stakeholders, map the terrain, locate their position and orientate themselves.
- Identify and frame contextual insights, map and frame the problem(s) or problematique.
- Generate research questions from the project initiation and contextual inquiry phases.
- Generate a design brief from the project initiation and contextual inquiry phases.
- Choose relevant theories, approaches, strategies, methodologies and practices to undertake research/design/social actions in a specific social setting chosen as relevant to the contextual study. Then, devise experiments and gather data followed by subsequent analysis, synthesis and critique to understand the results.
- Drive processes of ideation, concept generation, prototyping, testing, iterating in order to frame potential solutions to problems identified in a design brief.
- Drive processes of artifact creation as messages, means, outputs and/or outcomes.
- Monitor and evaluate the impacts of their experimentation and prototyping in order to critique and reflect upon the outputs and outcomes.

In addition, depending upon the specific context of their chosen project, they will be able to:

- collaborate with experts and other designers to develop and implement an integrated project;
• take into account the environmental, social and economic impacts occurring within the
tension between global and local dimensions;
• take into account the socio-economic aspects that characterize a territory, a community and
a group of people;
• integrate socio-economic aspects and sustainability requirements in project design while
considering the tension, which occurs between the local and the global dimensions;
• facilitate and promote the participation of different stakeholders;
• adopt and invent project methods that comply with the requirements and with the needs of
the project and its stakeholders;
• work with interdisciplinary, international and multidisciplinary teams;
• develop an individual way of thinking, leading to critical judgements and self-assessments;
• balance inspiration and systematic planning;
• balance both emotions and functions in design and communication;
• communicate, multilingually in a convincing way, through a variety of modalities (written, oral,
visual);
• design products, services, web platforms or other interactive applications, communication
campaigns, visualization of information and/or other types of visual communication and
multimedia in an integrated way;
• design by taking into account the needs and desires of a given territory, of a situation/set of
circumstances, of a specific group of people, thanks to the ability of observing, listening,
interacting and mediating amongst various stakeholders involved in the project;
• talk to experts about the project;
• read experts’ articles, studies and reports related to one’s own project issues and integrate
those analyses with one’s own project design;
• take into account the sustainability requirements of a product, a service, an application or an
interactive system; integrate the sustainability requirements in the project and in one’s own
design;
• organize a research project while identifying relevant studies and researches, experts to
collaborate with, methods and instruments to adopt;
• organize and manage creative processes and adopt appropriate and relevant methods for their
development (for example participatory design, user-centered design, action research, large
group facilitation, project management);
• organize, manage and motivate a team;
• integrate knowledge techniques and production systems, the knowledge of materials, of their
processing and of the related sustainability requirements in the design process;
• outline the cultural, social and economic territorial framework where the students will
intervene;
• set up a field work or an inquiry in order define the socioeconomic framework, by exchanging
ideas with researchers and experts they will collaborate with;
• understand specialist literature so as to integrate it within their own research project;

Knowledge will be acquired in the following fields:
• The relationship between design theory, practice and research and their application to real life
contexts and managed projects.
• The diversity of contemporary design research practice and its application to the emerging
field of eco-social design.
List of topics covered

- Design research, past and present
- Design research for Eco-Social Design
- Initiating a design research project, especially state of art and contextual inquiry
- Design approaches, frameworks, methods and processes
- Participatory design and co-design approaches, methods and processes
- Understanding the complimentary nature of research/design/social actions
- Understanding the roles of artifacts within design research projects
- Developing a generative praxis and reflexive skills as a design initiator, researcher and practitioner

Teaching format

Lectures, seminars, workshops, group projects, external visits and colloquia during Semesters 1 and 2.

Learning outcomes

Learning outcomes

- have demonstrated knowledge and understanding that is founded upon and extends and/or enhances that typically associated with the first cycle, and that provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing and/or applying ideas, often within a research context;
- can apply their knowledge and understanding, and problem solving abilities in new or unfamiliar environments within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of study;
- have the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements with incomplete or limited information, but that include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgements;
- can communicate their conclusions, and the knowledge and rationale underpinning these, to specialist and nonspecialist audiences clearly and unambiguously;
- have the learning skills to allow them to continue to study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous.

Assessment

You will be assessed on your abilities to apply and integrate design research with your Project 1 in Semester 1 and Project 2 in Semester 2. Assessment of this course will therefore be conducted at the same time as presentations are made for your projects. For each project students should articulate their approach and processes of design research and demonstrate how these helped materialised design outputs and encouraged positive eco-social design outcomes. Students should be able to explain how design research was utilized in the following phases, for each project:
Phase I Initiation and Exploration comprises initiation of a design research project, contextual inquiry, framing contextual insights, mapping and framing problems or the problematique.

Phase II Generation and Construction comprises three interweaving lines of research inquiry. Line one is Research actions, generating research questions, choosing theories, approaches, strategies and methodologies, devising and setting experiments and gathering data then analyzing and synthesizing from a critical perspective. Line two is Design actions, generating a design brief, ideating and generating concepts, prototyping, iterating, framing solutions and monitoring and measuring impacts. Line three is Social actions where design research or interventions were carried out in a particular social setting and context.

Phase III Evaluation comprises reflection on the key findings from all lines of inquiry, recognition of the new knowledge created, how to make that public, its potential for positive societal change and how the ‘design qualities’ might contribute to that potential.

Assessment language: English

Evaluation criteria and criteria for awarding marks

Students will be evaluated on the following criteria at the final presentations for Project 1 and Project 2 and expected to produce a written report, maximum 4.000 words for the final exam summarizing how they integrated their research into Project 2:

1. **Eco-Social agency**
   You should show your research approach helped generate impacts and potentials for positive eco-social change.

2. **Qualities of designed artefacts**
   You should demonstrate the rational for developing artifacts for your research/design/social actions and their effectiveness to progress your research inquiry by answering questions, generating data, engaging actors and stakeholders and prototyping solutions. You should show far these qualities foster the eco-social agency. How they build up on the state of the art in your chosen (design) disciplines. Boldness and vigour of experimentation and design exploration.

3. **Conceptual framing, reflection and future perspectives**
   You should demonstrate how you initiated your project showing: the ‘state of art’ and early contextual inquiry setting out the terrain of your project and your starting position; and your critical analysis, synthesis, reflection and evaluation of your research. You should
demonstrate the iterative development of your research within your project and how it generates future perspectives.

4. **Relations, processes and organization**
   You should demonstrate how processes with the project team, collaborators, partners, stakeholders and other actors affected the research process and project development.

5. **Storytelling**
   You should demonstrate how your research informed the development of your project narrative and how you chose to make it public.

**Required readings**

**Design Research**


**Supplementary readings**

Inspiration for Design Research through Design activism, Design for Social Innovation, Design for Sustainability, Critical Design, Open Design etc. Other readings will be suggested in the course classes.


